Material Issue and The Cavedogs open concert series

Material Issue and The Cavedogs are opening for each other across the country. It's quite a crowd of very good area bands, both local. The Cavedogs are one of the most exciting bands around, currently on tour behind their first album. The Mayhem are equally popular, having recently come out of Boston recently, and their tour is drawing strong interest for other area concerts, putting Material Issue and The Cavedogs at the forefront of their respective scenes. The Cavedogs have a great sense of humor and panache, while Finn's forceful, at times flamboyant performance has a fanatical following. The Mayhem are a joy to watch as they bring their energetic, intimate showmanship to each performance. The main event, however, is the musical chemistry between the two bands, which is as tight as it gets. The concerts are a must-see for fans of both bands and anyone who appreciates top-notch live music. For more information or to purchase tickets, visit the venues' websites or contact the box offices. Don't miss out on these incredible concerts! See you there!